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QUESTION 1

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

A university implements Dynamics 365 Sales. Several departments use opportunity records to bid for funding for
projects within their own departments. You configure the system to ensure that each department can only work on their
own 

records. 

Employees in multiple departments often need to work together on an opportunity. Employees report that they are not
able to see opportunities from other departments. 

You need to ensure that employees from more than one department can work on the same opportunities when
necessary. 

Solution: Use position hierarchy security and define the two departments as positions. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

Two security models can be used for hierarchies, the Manager hierarchy and the Position hierarchy. The Position
hierarchy allows data access across business units. If you are a financial organization, you may prefer the Manager
hierarchy model, to prevent managers\\' accessing data outside of their business units. However, if you are a part of a
customer service organization and want the managers to access service cases handled in different business units, the
Position hierarchy may work better for you. 

Note: The hierarchy security model is an extension to the existing security models that use business units, security
roles, sharing, and teams. It can be used in conjunction with all other existing security models. The hierarchy security
offers a more granular access to records for an organization and helps to bring the maintenance costs down. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/admin/hierarchy-security 

 

QUESTION 2

You fix a bug in the code of your application, which is currently on version 10.0.2.1. 

You need to publish an updated version of the solution. 

Which version identifier should you use? 

A. 10.0.3.1 

B. 10.0.2.2 

C. 10.1.0.2 
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D. 11.0.0 

Correct Answer: B 

The version number are .... 

This is just a bug fix so we only update the revision number. 

Note: When we create patches in Dynamics 365, the system will automatically increment the build version (you can
overwrite the chosen number when you create the patch). For example, if our solution starts at 1.0.0.0, we export it to 

become 1.0.0.1. We then create a patch, and the version of the patch is 1.0.1.1. If we export it now, it might become
1.0.1.2. In all cases, the build or version number has been incremented. Patches require the build or version number to 

increment, but not the major or minor version. 

Incorrect: 

Not C: This is not a minor update. 

Not D: This is not a major update. 

Reference: 

https://carldesouza.com/how-solution-version-numbers-work-in-the-microsoft-power-platform/ 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-apps/maker/data-platform/update-solutions 

 

QUESTION 3

DRAG DROP 

User1 and User2 use a form named F1 to enter account data. Both users have the same security role, SR1, in the same
business unit. 

User1 has a business rule to make the main phone mandatory if the relationship type is Reseller. User2 must
occasionally create records of the Reseller type without having the reseller\\'s phone number and is blocked by User1\\'s
business 

rule. 

You need to ensure that User2 can enter reseller data into the system. 

Which three actions should perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

NOTE: More than one order of answer choices is correct. You will receive credit for any of the correct order you select. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You are troubleshooting a new canvas app. 

Users report the app loads slowly. You use the Monitor tool to view various events being performed in the app. Events
performed in the app do not have formula details. 

You need to enable formulas to be included with the Monitor tool events. 

What should you do? 

A. Add the Microsoft Azure Application Insights data source to the canvas app 

B. After each event, implement the trace function within the canvas app 

C. Turn on the Debug published app setting in the canvas app 

D. Validate the Application Insights instrumentation key has been populated in the app object\\'s properties within the
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canvas app 

Correct Answer: C 

Setting: Debug published app If you want to view the source expressions in Monitor for the published app, you need to
turn on the setting to publish the expressions with the app. This setting is similar to generating a debug file in traditional
development. Publishing source expressions with your app is optional. Even when this setting is off, you\\'ll be able to
see the events happening in your app, but you won\\'t be able to map these events to specific expressions or formulas. 

To enable this setting, go to File > Settings, and then turn on Debug published app. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-apps/maker/monitor-canvasapps 

 

QUESTION 5

A bank uses a Common Data Service solution to manage clients. 

Bank representatives perform client credit checks while the client is present. Credit checks may take up to five minutes
to complete. 

Bank policy dictates that the bank representative\\'s app must stay blocked until credit checks are complete. 

You need to display a model-driven app while credit checks run to ask the bank representative and client to 

wait for the credit check to complete. 

Which function should you use? 

A. Xrm.Navigation.openWebResource("prefix.myPoliteMessage.html") 

B. Xrm.Navigation.openAlertDialog(myPoliteMessage) 

C. Xrm.Utility.openWebResource("prefix_myPoliteMessage.html") 

D. Xrm.Utility.showProgressIndicator(myPoliteMessage) 

Correct Answer: D 

showProgressIndicator displays a progress dialog with the specified message. 

Any subsequent call to this method will update the displayed message in the existing progress dialog with the message
specified in the latest method call. 

The progress dialog blocks the UI until it is closed using the closeProgressIndicator method. So, you must use this
method with caution. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/developer/model-driven-apps/clientapi/reference/xrm-
utility/showprogressindicator 
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